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ABSTRACT 

Today, technology in every aspects of our life, in particular, education, production or active also 

entered our daily life. Of course, this is how we live, we work and most importantly to give an 

education, or even significantly effect. Information technology, other wireless devices are 

increasing the demand for mobile tools and the fact that this requires the introduction of 

modern technology in our country and also on the basis of effective schools. This process, 

students willpush the development of knowledge in the world, the master obviously earned 

place is incomparable. 

In this regard it is worth mentioning, a few years ago and application of innovative technologies 

in the field of education in the field of discussions between industry representatives had also 

appeared. Experts of education modernization and technological support in terms of technology 

and naturally I was able to their perspective in the field of education, it is also very much a 

positive and negative opinion had expressed. Some experts think the technology application 

o'qutuvchi yengillastirishi work through it, and can supply more information about the classes 

interesting thoughts to help tah got in, looking for somewhere to stay tied to the temple to have 

a negative impact of technology creative science, studentsnoted that it can cause to the world I 

had to go away from written literature. However, after the start of the institutions of equal 

education technology applied by gradually understood the importance of applying all of his 

achievements in the field of education. 

Import prove that demonstrates innovative information and pedagogical education 

texnologoyalarni, if you thought it right to the members, when used together , studentsto 

master knowledge and skills in the world o'zlashtish leads to a high level of quality 

performance. 

Also, needless to explain that to young teachers who come into the sphere of education, this 

innovative educational material only slides on the screen to demonstrate the thematic ready or 

mul'timedia studentsto the world berishdangina is not showing. More systematic, 

comprehensive, and targeted use should be the main thing, then only you will be able to achieve 

the expected results. This can be seen in the following example. 

First of all, information technology is not only in classrooms, but of course both empty at the 

time studentsare helping them united to the purpose of education can be used. In particular, 

the social network protected from external influences in the establishment of a group on a 

certain subject safe educational science literature on the presentation of the necessary options 

here electronic by placing additional interesting facts about the topic, and give not only 

knowledge, but also to the organization of meaningful leisure time there is also a 

possibility.Studentsin this process their ideas and questions with the teacher in the online 

world to cooperate: the whole world around them, even in vacation time, they will instantly 

communicate with others, they will share with peers about effective ways of achievement 

thoughts success, recognize and eliminate flaws, will and thought in the same manner and 
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outlook raised. This approach is applied on where you practice by the quality of the practice of 

science teacher education will increase dramatically. 

Secondly, students haveto feed to the use of efficient technologies, they rendered one of the most 

valuable factors in the development of society my youth-you can develop your research abilities. 

It's no secret that the internet network and vaqatda cover any of it today too and can be used 

in place of large amounts of data. In this sense, technology studentsto the world based on the 

quality and immediately access to the database is looking for the one that you want to find, the 

facts concerning allows analysis and comparison. This is primarily a science on its expertise in 

the lesson or have the opportunity to learn and to learn faster than the formation of skills to 

find information that will lead looking for. However, implementation of this process would be 

carried out in the supervision of parents or teachers have always borne in mind that it should 

be. Newly thought up this form and flow in the prevention of the negative side of outlook and 

to o'g is important. 

Third, teachers to use technology in the classroom and allows for the formation and 

development of teacher knowledge in the area of digital systems and as a result, studentsat the 

time of the staff to the quality requirements in the future also plays a big role. The study of 

science and innovation in our thoughts and we can see example of fine art through drawing. In 

the process of teaching this subject, adobe illustrator, 3d max, adobe photoshop, microsoft paint, 

corel draw using apps, such as when studentsare first have access to the information they 

receive on the use of this app, but this special o'rgatilmasligi high school computer applications 

in the education system, but with modern graphics and beneficially by such design professionals 

world wide web be considering on a scale, what is the first at the school we understand the 

importance of information for them. 

Drawing further example is more pronounced in science “Incisions” or “Qirqim” teaching the 

subject of three-dimensional images in the app work-use 3d max, causing will pass. Qirqim 

mazvularini incisions and one of the most important aspects of teaching studentsto imagine the 

fantastic plains at teach is to provide more complete information about products or kesilayotgan 

qirqilayotgan. Usually the application using microsoft paint, adobe photoshop, such as two-

dimensional images in the app, such yoinki at such a visual picture to the appearance of the 

pictures it was a night somewhat more difficult, more time is required to explain.Instead, the 

structure of the projective plane 3dsmax desktop app used for drawing the graph of the location 

resemblance in the paper with the student's development of this app pose challenges. And 

finally, 3-dimensional images of the product in this app, create a 360 space themosee by turning 

the cut fantastic plains of the graphic image to view the product highlight the part of them to 

physical and astronomical analysis options xususyatlarini presence. This is obviously the 

studentsto work in the app at the expansion of the imagination of interest to the user in addition 

to being aroused up in little time and also helps to get more information. As a result, today's 

modern world sanoatlashgan mounting, widely texnologiyalrining new information is taken 

into account in all areas of production, if the school system who mastered the performance of 

the app period students may be any device management texnologiyalashtirilgan in later work 

in the same direction without any difficulty. 

Indeed, innovation in education is also very important to get into active and pressing process. 

Today's the day-to-day developing hamnafas with the changing times, the intellectual aspect to 
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live with people from high sa'viyadagi students creativity and nurture the creative spirit within 

active should be the duty of every member of the society. 
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